
Comparisons
Since 1965, utilization of trees has steadily improved with more non-growing stock being 
delivered to mills and less growing stock being left on site as logging residue. Utilization of non-
growing stock portions of trees has increased fourfold while growing-stock logging residue has 
decreased by more than 80 percent (table 1). In the last decade, the utilization of non-growing 
stock has nearly doubled while growing-stock logging residue has decreased by77 percent. With 
improvements in harvesting technology and greater use of mechanized systems, logging 
operations today are vastly more efficient in using the resource than those of the past.  It is not 
your Grandpa’s logging show!
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Figure 3: Percent of harvested trees, mill delivered volume, and 
residue as a percent of delivered volume by tree dbh class.
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Figure 4: Harvested tree bole * percentages for Montana
(portions of tree from cut stump to tip of main stem)
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What is logging utilization?
Logging utilization studies determine the volumes and proportions 
of growing stock (live trees ≥ 5 inches diameter breast height [dbh]; 
measured from a 1-foot stump height to a 4 inch diameter top 
outside bark [dob]) and non-growing stock portions (e.g., tops and 
limbs) of trees removed from the forest inventory (figure 2).  
Removals factors quantify the amount of growing stock volume that 
is cut and either delivered to the mill or left in the forest as logging 
residue – as a fraction or proportion of mill-delivered volume.   

Methods

Sample design:
Sample sites were selected proportional to a five-year average of 
commercial timber harvest volume by region (figure 1). Felled trees 
that qualified as a growing stock (live prior to harvest, with a dbh ≥ 
5.0 inches, and meeting minimum merchantability standards), that 
had their entire stem, including the stump and top, had available for 
measurement were selected throughout the logging site
Tree measurements:
Diameter and section lengths were taken along the bole as follows 
(figure 2):
• At the cut stump 
• At the1-foot above ground   At dbh (diameter at breast height)
• At appropriate log lengths (not to exceed 16 feet) to the 7-

inch dob top. (end of sawlog portion of tree)
• At the 4-inch dob top. (end of growing-stock portion of   tree)
• At the end of utilization of each tree
• To the tip of the tree

Results
Logging methods & equipment 

Logging operations included hand and mechanical felling methods, ground skidding and cable 
yarding systems, and hand and mechanical processors.

• Mechanical felling occurred on 63 percent of the sites while ground based skidding occurred 
on 83 percent of the sites.

• More than 80 percent of the sites processed the whole tree (tree length) with mechanical 
processors at the landing.

Characteristics of trees 

For this study, 757 felled trees on 30 sites were measured, ranging from 5.4 inches to 29.0 
inches dbh.   

• About half of the harvested trees were ≤ 11.0 inches dbh, accounted for only 21 percent of the 
mill delivered volume, 31 percent of the total growing-stock logging residue, and produced 44 
cubic feet (cf ) of logging residue (4.4 percent residue factor) for every 1,000 cubic feet (MCF) 
delivered to the mill (figure 3).

• Trees >15 inches dbh accounted for 21 percent of the harvested trees, 36 percent of the total 
logging residue, nearly 52 percent of the mill delivered volume, and  produced 21 cf of 
growing-stock logging residue (2.1 percent residue factor) for every MCF delivered to the mill. 
In general, smaller trees produced proportionally less volume and more residue for every cf 
delivered to the mill.

• Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, and lodgepole pine accounted for 74 percent of the mill-delivered 
volume from Montana sites in this study.

• Ponderosa pine exhibited the highest residue factor of any species (3.9 percent). The residue 
factor for the pooled group of “other” softwoods, western redcedar,  western white pine, 
Engelmann spruce, and western hemlock, was only 1.5 percent, the least of any species.

Removals

Factors quantifying harvesting impacts on forest inventory, revealed  that:

• For every 1,000 cf of volume delivered to the mill 1,009 cf of growing-stock volume was 
removed from inventory (table 1).

• For every 1,000 cf of volume delivered to the mill 30 cf of growing-stock logging residue was 
left on site.

• In addition, 21 cf of non-growing stock from stumps and tops went to the mill.

• For all tree components, growing stock and non-growing stock, only 3.9 percent of the 
harvested tree bole volume was left on site as logging residue (figure 4).   
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Introduction
The Bureau of Business and Economic Research at the University 
of Montana conducted a statewide study of logging utilization in 
Montana from 2011 to 2016. This study provides information to help 
resource managers and the general public estimate and better 
understand the impacts of logging on timber inventory in Montana.

Figure 1: Sampled logging sites, 2011-2016.

Figure 2: Tree measurements.

Factor 1965 1988 2002 2011-2016

Non-growing stock product delivered to mills <5 <5 11 21
Growing-stock product delivered to mills 997 999 989 979
Growing-stock logging residue 163 122 92 30
Removals from growing stock 1,160 1,121 1,081 1,009

Table 1 - Montana logging utilization factors for each 1,000 cubic feet of green material 
delivered to mills, selected years.

Sources: Wilson et al. 1970; McLain 1992; Morgan et al. 2005.

---------------------------- cubic feet --------------------------
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Fig 3

		Row Labels		Count of TREE #		Sum of total utilized		Sum of GS not utilized (logging res)

		6		48		244.825530453		17.9704740456

		8		187		1719.8347796856		83.2043538234

		10		153		2464.449564033		93.6184480611

		12		114		2612.7780871518		88.6162678961

		14		95		3197.109883401		116.7348653005

		16		64		2982.5797344705		90.744744218

		18		42		2548.534719222		58.700033046

		20		31		2780.2106136792		43.1702130651

		22		15		1472.44294098		22.3158634632

		24+		8		1160.220227283		13.82978961

		Grand Total		757		21182.9860803592		628.9050525291

				Harvested trees		Mill delivered volume		Residue as a percent of delivered volume

		6		6.3		1.2		7.3

		8		24.7		8.1		4.8

		10		20.2		11.6		3.8

		12		15.1		12.3		3.4

		14		12.5		15.1		3.7

		16		8.5		14.1		3.0

		18		5.5		12.0		2.3

		20		4.1		13.1		1.6

		22		2.0		7.0		1.5

		24+		1.1		5.5		1.2

				100.0		100.0		3.0

		Row Labels		Count of TREE #		Sum of total utilized		Sum of GS not utilized (logging res)

		6		48		244.825530453		17.9704740456

		8		187		1719.8347796856		83.2043538234

		10		153		2464.449564033		93.6184480611

						4429.1098741716		194.7932759301				4.3980231122

		12		114		2612.7780871518		88.6162678961

		14		95		3197.109883401		116.7348653005

		16		64		2982.5797344705		90.744744218

		18		42		2548.534719222		58.700033046

		20		31		2780.2106136792		43.1702130651

		22		15		1472.44294098		22.3158634632

		24+		8		1160.220227283		13.82978961

						10943.9882356347		228.7606434024				2.0902859038

		Grand Total		757		21182.9860803592		628.9050525291
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Fig 4

						Figure 5. Utilization of entire tree boles.



Figure 4: Harvested tree bole * percentages for Montana

(portions of tree from cut stump to tip of main stem)
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Figure 5. Utilization of entire tree boles.
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